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Measuring Trust in Medical Researchers:
Adding Insights from Cognitive Interviews to
Examine Agree-Disagree and Construct-Specific
Survey Questions
Jennifer Dykema1, Dana Garbarski2, Ian F. Wall3,
and Dorothy Farrar Edwards4
While scales measuring subjective constructs historically rely on agree-disagree (AD)
questions, recent research demonstrates that construct-specific (CS) questions clarify
underlying response dimensions that AD questions leave implicit and CS questions often yield
higher measures of data quality. Given acknowledged issues with AD questions and certain
established advantages of CS items, the evidence for the superiority of CS questions is more
mixed than one might expect. We build on previous investigations by using cognitive
interviewing to deepen understanding of AD and CS response processing and potential
sources of measurement error. We randomized 64 participants to receive an AD or CS version
of a scale measuring trust in medical researchers. We examine several indicators of data
quality and cognitive response processing including: reliability, concurrent validity, recency,
response latencies, and indicators of response processing difficulties (e.g., uncodable
answers). Overall, results indicate reliability is higher for the AD scale, neither scale is more
valid, and the CS scale is more susceptible to recency effects for certain questions. Results for
response latencies and behavioral indicators provide evidence that the CS questions promote
deeper processing. Qualitative analysis reveals five sources of difficulties with response
processing that shed light on under-examined reasons why AD and CS questions can produce
different results, with CS not always yielding higher measures of data quality than AD.
Key words: Agree-disagree questions; questionnaire design; cognitive interviewing; response
processes; data quality; construct-specific questions.
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1. Introduction
Questions that measure subjective constructs or evaluations historically have used an
agree-disagree (AD) response format that presents respondents with a statement and asks
them to indicate whether they agree or disagree with the statement or to rate their level of
agreement. For example, the following question, administered for decades in the General
Social Survey (GSS) is part of a scale designed to measure political efficacy: “The average
citizen has considerable influence on politics. Do you strongly agree, agree, neither agree
nor disagree, disagree, or strongly disagree?” (Smith et al. 2013).
While researchers have advocated for the positive psychometric properties of AD
questions (see Willits et al. 2016), the ubiquity of these items primarily stems from their
ease of use. Scales comprised of AD items are “easy to write” and efficient to administer;
the same response categories can be used for each statement included in a battery of
questions regardless of the content or complexity of the statement (Krosnick and Presser
2010). However, these positive features may be offset by increased burden for respondents
and interviewers, which may ultimately lead to reductions in data quality. For example,
AD questions may be more subject to response effects like acquiescence (the tendency
to agree) or extreme responding (the tendency to select the lowest or highest response
categories) (Krosnick and Presser 2010; Liu et al. 2015).
In recent writing, questionnaire designers eschew AD formats and advocate for
construct-specific (CS) response formats (Fowler and Cosenza 2009; Krosnick and Presser
2010; Saris et al. 2010). Instead of asking participants to rate their level of agreement, CS
questions directly ask about the item’s underlying response dimension and provide
construct-specific response categories. For example, a CS version of the GSS political
efficacy question would be: “How much influence does the average citizen have on
politics: none, a little, some, quite a bit, or a great deal?” The direct method of questioning
offered by the CS format is argued to yield more reliable and valid data because it is less
cognitively burdensome, less likely to be misinterpreted, and less likely to be associated
with response effects.
In the current study, we use a mixed methods approach to evaluate the measurement
properties of questions about trust in medical researchers using AD or CS questions. Trust
is a central concept in the social and medical sciences because of its effect on decision-
making and association with behavior. Trust is also a key component in social exchange
theory, which posits that individuals are more likely to respond positively to a request to
participate in research when they trust the originator of the request and perceive the ratio
of rewards to costs to be personally acceptable (Dillman et al. 2014). Many have suggested
that challenges recruiting and retaining research participants from underrepresented
groups, such as racial and ethnic minorities, is rooted in a general distrust of medical
researchers (Corbie-Smith et al. 2002; Scharff et al. 2010). Indeed, individuals with lower
levels of trust indicate being less willing to participate in a future research study (Hall et al.
2006; Mainous et al. 2006; Braunstein et al. 2008). To better understand the public’s trust
in medical researchers, researchers need to measure the construct with sufficient reliability
and validity. However, most scales use AD questions (e.g., Hall et al. 2006), which may
lower data quality. Thus, we sought to improve on the measurement of trust in medical
researchers by using CS questions.
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1.1. Cognitive Processing of AD and CS Questions
Tourangeau et al. (2000) discuss four stages that a respondent progresses through in
constructing an answer to a survey question, including comprehension of the question,
retrieval of relevant information from memory to answer the question, use of retrieved
information to make judgments, and selection and reporting of an answer. Researchers
have expanded on this model to describe the unique cognitive steps required to answer an
AD question (see Carpenter and Just 1975; Fowler and Cosenza 2009; Saris et al. 2010;
Höhne and Lenzner 2018; Dykema et al. 2019).
Consider the response process embarked on by a respondent answering the AD
question: “Medical researchers work very hard to make sure the participants in their
studies are safe. Do you strongly agree, agree, neither agree nor disagree, disagree,
strongly disagree.” To answer this question, the respondent must first comprehend the
literal and pragmatic meaning of the statement “Medical researchers work very hard to
make sure the participants in their studies are safe” (Comprehension). Next, the
respondent has to identify the question’s underlying response dimension (Identification),
which is the intensity of “working hard,” (i.e., how hard medical researchers work to
ensure the safety of research participants). Identification is accomplished by
understanding the meaning of the statement as well as attending to any threshold
words (e.g., “very”) in the statement (Saris et al. 2010). Threshold words are those often
included in AD questions that establish a threshold without presenting the full range of
scale options. These include intensifiers (e.g., “extremely”), frequency markers (e.g.,
“rarely”), and quantifiers (e.g., “most”). After they identify the underlying response
dimension, respondents must generate their own response or internal value to this
response dimension (Generation). Here, our fictional respondent generates an internal
value of “pretty hard” to the response dimension “how hard medical researchers work”
and places that internal value on the underlying response dimension (Placement). The
ensuing steps encompass a set of complicated cognitive processes in which the respondent
evaluates the distance between their internal value of “pretty hard” and the threshold
value of “very hard” (Threshold evaluation), and then assesses whether the distance
between their internal value and the threshold value indicates “agreement,”
“disagreement,” or “neutrality” (Polarity evaluation). Finally, guided by their evaluations
of thresholds and polarity, the respondent must map their internal value onto one of the
discrete categories offered in the “agreement” or “disagreement” range or select the
midpoint if offered (Mapping).
The cognitive processing steps undertaken by a respondent answering the same item
formatted in a construct-specific manner – that is, “How hard do medical researchers work
to make sure that the participants in their studies are safe: not at all hard, a little hard,
somewhat hard, very hard, or extremely hard?” – is greatly simplified and predicted to be
less burdensome. As with the AD version, the respondent must first comprehend the
question (Comprehension). Next, they determine the underlying response dimension
(Identification), which is reinforced by both the wording and ordering of the response
categories (e.g., “not at all hard,” “a little hard,” etc.). Similar to processing with the AD
question, the respondent generates an internal value of “pretty hard” (Generation), but
placement of the internal value is done directly by mapping the internal value onto one of
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the discrete categories offered (Mapping), thereby circumventing the steps of Placement,
Threshold evaluation, and Polarity evaluation.
Of course, the model for processing AD questions assumes respondents are optimally
engaged with the task of responding and attentively progress through the steps. Höhne and
colleagues (Höhne and Krebs 2018; Höhne and Lenzner 2018; Höhne et al. 2017) argue
this may not be the case. Because AD questions are usually presented in multi-item
batteries in which the wording of the statements vary but the response categories remain
the same – always some form of agreement to disagreement – they encourage superficial
processing. In contrast, when multiple CS questions are grouped together, they will likely
use different construct-specific response categories, encouraging deeper processing and
motivating effort. In support of this proposition, researchers demonstrated that
respondents in an eye-tracking study attended to CS response categories more when
they varied from question to question (Höhne and Lenzner 2018), but there were no
differences in processing times between AD and CS questions when the questions were
presented in grids in which the response categories did not vary for either question format
(Höhne et al. 2017).
1.2. Experimental Evidence Comparing AD and CS Questions
Despite strong recommendations among questionnaire designers to use CS questions in
lieu of AD questions, only a handful of experimental studies demonstrate CS questions
yield higher data quality (Lelkes and Weiss 2015). The most compelling evidence is
provided by Saris et al. (2010), who compared AD and CS response formats for items
using split-ballot multitrait-multimethod (MTMM) designs. The experiments were
conducted in face-to-face interviews that used show cards or self-administered questions
across multiple countries in the European Social Survey (ESS). Overall, CS questions
yielded higher estimates of reliability and validity. These findings were replicated by
Revilla and Ochoa (2015), who also used split-ballot MTMM experiments and found
much lower quality for AD than CS questions in data collected in Mexico and Columbia.
Dykema et al. (2012) assessed the measurement properties of items about political
efficacy from the General Social Survey. Findings indicated a trend such that CS items
were associated with higher internal consistency reliability (see also Hanson (2015) who
reported higher test-retest reliability for CS items). This study also examined whether
behaviors produced by interviewers and respondents varied by the format of the question,
focusing on behaviors that were associated with lower data quality in prior research (e.g.,
interviewers misreading questions and respondents qualifying responses or saying “don’t
know”) (Dijkstra and Ongena 2006; Dykema et al. 1997; Schaeffer and Dykema 2011).
The authors found that AD items yielded more instances of interviewers misreading
questions and more disfluency tokens (e.g., “um”). Kuru and Pasek (2016) used
confirmatory factor analyses (CFA) and structural equation modeling within an
experimental design about Facebook use and demonstrated a methodological bias due
to AD response formats. Controlling for the method effect reduced reliability and validity
estimates for the AD items, but not the CS items, indicating AD items may inflate
reliability and regression estimates more than CS items. In validity tests, the criterion
relationships yielded stronger relationships with the CS items. In addition, Höhne and
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Krebs (2018) reported the AD response format was more susceptible to response scale
direction effects than the CS format for internally-focused, self-administered questions
about achievement and intrinsic job motivation, but not for externally-focused questions.
Other studies, however, have not reported greater data quality for CS questions. Lelkes
and Weiss (2015) and Liu et al. (2015) both analyzed an experiment comparing AD and
CS questions about political efficacy embedded in the American National Election Study.
Lelkes and Weiss (2015) reported no differences in reliability or concurrent validity for the
response formats, and neither format was more valid among those respondents susceptible
to acquiescence. In addition, Liu et al. (2015) reported extreme response style was present
for both AD and CS formats based on latent class factor analysis. Finally, in a web survey
comparing questions presented stand-alone or in grids, Höhne et al. (2017) reported
no differences between AD and CS questions for data quality as indicated by non-
differentiation and dropping out of the survey before completion.
1.3. Limitations of Past Comparisons between AD and CS Items
Although many prior experimental studies provide evidence in support of CS items
yielding more reliable and valid responses, most of the analyses are limited to a
comparison of how AD and CS items differ with regard to the closed-ended responses they
yield, leaving out potentially crucial information about the response process respondents
undertake when answering questions. This information would be useful when designing
and testing new questions. Dykema et al. (2012) began to look at the response process by
examining interviewer and respondent behaviors. However, they were limited in their
ability to provide clear insights about what characteristics of items may be most difficult or
what aspects of the response process may cause cognitive difficulties because they could
only examine behaviors produced during the process of answering standardized survey
questions.
Comparing responses to AD and CS items and evaluating the response process with
cognitive interviews in which respondents are asked to describe what they are thinking
about while answering survey questions may prove fruitful for developing targeted
approaches to improve data quality. In the current study, we evaluate both close-ended
response tendencies as well as aspects of the response process using cognitive
interviewing techniques. This approach allows us to incorporate quantitative and
qualitative data in order to provide insight about why differences in response tendencies
occur between AD and CS items.
1.4. Current Study
The goal of the current study is to provide an in-depth, mixed-methods analysis of a scale
designed to measure the general public’s trust in medical researchers. We randomized
participants to either an AD or CS version of the scale, and conducted cognitive interviews
that included follow-up questions designed to identify problems during the response
process. This study is motivated by two main questions: (1) how do closed-ended survey
responses differ between the versions of the scale, and (2) what aspects of the response
process might explain differences in response tendencies? Based on the empirical research
reviewed above, which suggests the CS response categories may be more demanding to
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process, more likely to encourage deeper processing, and often are associated with higher
data quality, we predict:
H1: The CS scale will yield closed-ended responses with higher reliability than the AD
scale.
H2: The CS scale will yield closed-ended responses with higher validity than the AD
scale.
H3: The CS scale will be associated with greater recency effects than the AD scale.
H4: Responses to CS questions will yield longer processing times than AD questions.
H5: Responding to CS items will involve more instances of behavioral indicators of
response difficulty (e.g., respondents providing uncodable responses).
We further explore the motivations for these hypotheses in Subsection 2.5 where we
describe our measures and analytic strategy. Immediately following the analysis of data
based on these quantitatively-focused predictions, we explore and leverage the qualitative
data generated during cognitive testing to help illuminate why the AD and CS items
behaved in predicted or unpredicted ways. The qualitative portion of the study is
exploratory and not grounded in previous research, and we do not put forth hypotheses
for these analyses.
2. Methods
2.1. Overview of the Cognitive Interviewing Phase of the Voices Heard Survey
Development
We conducted cognitive interviews to evaluate questions for inclusion in the Voices Heard
Survey, a telephone survey targeting members of minority groups underrepresented in
biomedical research (Edwards 2015). The primary goal of the survey was to measure
perceptions of the barriers and facilitators to participating in medical research studies that
collect biomarkers (e.g., saliva and blood), and to document whether there were important
differences among groups identified by their race and ethnicity. To develop questions for
the survey, we first conducted key informant interviews to identify major themes around
which to write questions (e.g., mistrust of medical researchers, logistical constraints, fear of
discomfort and pain). Next, we tested the questions in two rounds of cognitive interviewing.
2.2. Sample for the Cognitive Interviews
We conducted 64 cognitive interviews, 32 in two rounds, from 2012 to 2013 using a
community-based, quota sampling strategy to recruit participants. Members of the project
team recruited participants through connections with leaders in specific racial and ethnic
communities, by visiting churches and community centers, by attending events sponsored
by groups (e.g., pow-wows held by several American Indian tribes), and by posting flyers
at targeted locations in communities. We confined recruiting to southern Wisconsin. The
quota strategy yielded equal numbers of African American, American Indian, Latino, and
white participants, distributed nearly uniformly by gender (male versus female), age
(between 30–55 years versus 56 years or more), and education (high school or less versus
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some college or more) (see Panel A, Table 1). Interviews were conducted at locations that
were convenient for the participants, including homes, libraries, and offices. Participants
were remunerated for their time and effort.
2.3. Interviewing and Transcription
Following a format commonly employed in cognitive interviewing (Willis 2005; Fortune-
Greeley et al. 2009; Willis and Miller 2011), interviewers asked participants a question
being tested for use in the survey interview, and then after participants provided their
response to the closed-ended survey question, interviewers administered a series of
structured, open-ended probes and follow-up questions. We designed the probes and follow-
up questions to uncover how participants formulated their answers to the survey questions,
to reveal any problems they had with comprehension of specific terms or retrieval of
information from memory, and to document issues participants faced in mapping their
responses onto the response categories.
Interviewers received a full day of training on cognitive interviewing tailored for the
study, and they were required to complete a practice interview before being certified.
Table 1. Descriptive statistics of participant characteristics and participation measures for the agree-disagree







Mean (S.D.) n Test p-value
Age
30–55 years 0.47 15 0.53 17 x2 ¼ 0.25 0.80
56 years or more 0.53 17 0.47 15
Female 0.50 32 0.50 32 x2 ¼ 0.00 1.00
Race/Ethnicity
African American 0.25 8 0.25 8 x2 ¼ 0.00 1.00
American Indian 0.25 8 0.25 8
White 0.25 8 0.25 8
Latino 0.25 8 0.25 8
Education
High school or less 0.47 15 0.50 16 x2 ¼ 0.06 1.00





0.28 32 0.35 31 x2 ¼ 0.39 0.53
Expressed likelihood to participate in research involving
Answering questions 3.34 (0.79) 32 3.09 (0.86) 32 t ¼ 1.22 0.23
Providing saliva 3.10 (1.19) 31 2.78 (1.24) 32 t ¼ 1.03 0.31
Providing blood 2.97 (1.11) 31 2.35 (1.43) 31 t ¼ 1.89 0.06
Providing tissue 2.27 (1.28) 30 1.84 (1.46) 31 t ¼ 1.13 0.23
Providing cerebrospinal
fluid
1.10 (1.25) 31 0.91 (1.35) 32 t ¼ 0.85 0.56
Note: p-values for Chi-squared tests are from Fisher’s exact tests.
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We matched interviewers and participants on race/ethnicity and, for all cases except one,
on gender. While interviews were primarily conducted in English, seven participants
(distributed nearly evenly between the AD and CS conditions) elected to be interviewed in
Spanish by a Spanish-speaking interviewer. On average, interviews took approximately an
hour to complete (M ¼ 61.10 minutes, SD ¼ 20.17). Interviews were audio-recorded
and digital files were created. In order to facilitate coding and analysis, interviews were
transcribed verbatim on a question-by-question basis into Excel.
2.4. Trust/Mistrust Scale Development and Experimental Design
We examine respondents’ answers and their response processes during administration of
an 11-item scale measuring trust in medical researchers (see Appendix A, Subsection 6.1),
for the exact wording of the items, which varied slightly between the two rounds of
cognitive interviewing). We randomly assigned participants to the AD or CS scale using a
between-subjects design. Items in a given scale appeared in the same sequence (i.e., they
were not randomized), roughly 30 minutes into the interview.
To develop the scale, we conducted a literature review that identified approximately 100
questions from 12 studies about trust in medical care providers and researchers (Anderson
and Dedrick 1990; Hayman et al. 2001; Corbie-Smith et al. 2002; Hall et al. 2002a; Hall
et al. 2002b; Zheng et al. 2002; Thompson et al. 2004; Hall et al. 2006; Mainous et al.
2006; Egede and Ellis 2008; Henderson et al. 2008; Williams et al. 2010). The majority of
the questions used AD response formats. From the pool of candidate questions, we
modified 11 for the AD scale. We generated items for the CS scale by rewriting the AD
version of the question to ask about the underlying response dimension implied by the
question. For example, the AD item about informed consent (“hide information”) asked,
“Medical researchers never hide information about the possible risks of participating. Do
you strongly agree, agree, neither agree nor disagree, disagree, or strongly disagree?” To
translate to the CS format, we used the threshold word “never” to identify “frequency” as
the underlying dimension: “How often do medical researchers hide information about the
possible risks of participating: never, rarely, sometimes, very often, or extremely often?”
Thus, the CS item directly asked participants for their evaluation of the relative frequency
with which medical researchers’ hide information, rather than having participants rate
their level of agreement with a statement about medical researchers “never” hiding
information.
AD items used the same five response categories for each item (“strongly agree” to
“strongly disagree”) but the CS items had response categories that varied depending on the
underlying dimension (e.g., “never” to “extremely often” for frequency). The final scale
was balanced and included a roughly equal number of positively and negatively valenced
items. Positively valenced items are those in which a higher valued response category
(e.g., “strongly agree” for AD questions and “a great deal” for CS) indicated most trust;
negatively valenced items are those in which a higher valued response category indicated
least trust. Thus, when the item is positively valenced, the direction of the response scale is
ordered from most to least trust for the AD questions and least to most trust for the CS
questions; when the item is negatively valenced, the scale is ordered from least to most
trust for AD questions and most to least trust for CS questions.
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2.5. Measures and Analytic Strategy
We present three sets of analysis using a mixed-methods approach (Johnson and
Onwuegbuzie 2004): (1) measures of the quality of survey responses (e.g., reliability,
validity, and recency); (2) response latencies and behavioral indicators of response
difficulty; and (3) sources of response difficulties captured during the cognitive
interviewing response process.
2.5.1. Trust Scale Summary Statistics and Reliability Measures
We examine trust scale summary statistics, including item nonresponse, mean trust scale
scores, and reliability estimates. We assess the effect of item-missing data and other
measures described below by estimating aggregate-level regression models that evaluate
the items in a scale collectively by treating each question answered by the participant as a
separate observation. Models estimate robust standard errors to correct for the fact that
individual observations are independent across participants but dependent within a given
participant (Rogers 1994). For item-missing values, estimates are from a logistic
regression model with response format coded “1” for CS, “0” for AD. We score trust items
from 0 to 4, with lower scores indicating less trust in medical researchers (e.g., depending
on whether the item is positively or negatively valenced, “strongly disagree” may be coded
as 0 or 4; see Appendix A, Subsection 6.1) and compute scale values by summing across
the items. We impute cases with missing values with the median value for the non-missing
cases on an item-by-item basis, separately for the AD and CS response formats (Hall et al.
2006). We evaluate internal consistency reliability using Cronbach’s alpha (Streiner et al.
2015), and test for significance by treating the alpha coefficients as correlations and
applying Fisher’s r-to-z transformation (Tourangeau et al. 2004).
2.5.2. Concurrent Validity
Past research demonstrates a strong association between the public’s trust in medical
researchers and their actual or expressed likelihood of participating in a medical research
study (Hall et al. 2006; Mainous et al. 2006; Braunstein et al. 2008). We assess concurrent
validity by examining whether the relationship between trust and participation is stronger
for the AD or CS response format. Questions assess whether participants ever participated
in medical research (coded “1” if “yes;” “0” if “no”) and their expressed likelihood of
participating in medical research studies involving answering questions or providing
samples of saliva, blood, tissue, and cerebrospinal fluid.
Because we were testing these questions for inclusion in a larger survey, their wording
and response categories varied between rounds of interviewing, particularly for the
expressed likelihood of participating measures. For example, Round 1 used the response
categories “not at all likely, a little likely, somewhat likely, pretty likely, and very likely,”
while Round 2 used the response categories “very likely, somewhat likely, neither likely
nor unlikely, somewhat unlikely, and very unlikely.” We conducted a series of exploratory
analyses to determine whether responses could be combined across rounds. First, treating
the measures as continuous, we converted the raw scores into z-scores. Next, we tested for
measurement invariance of the items using correlations between the standardized scores
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(tested using the sem command in Stata 14). Results (not shown) indicated that the
response set from each round performed as a parallel measure, supporting the use of
combining them across rounds. In analysis, we present values for the expressed likelihood
to participate measures by scoring the items 0 to 4 for least to most likely to participate.
We regress each of the participation measures on trust scores separately for the AD and
CS experimental groups and then for a model that includes the trust score, response format
(coded “1” if CS; “0” if AD), and the interaction between these. We use logistic regression
when the dependent variable is dichotomous (past participation) and ordinary least squares
(OLS) regression with the continuous (expressed likelihood to participate) dependent
variables.
2.5.3. Recency Effects
A recency effect refers to the tendency for respondents to be more likely to select a
response category when it appears later in the list regardless of their true answer
(Krosnick and Presser 2010). Recency effects are more likely when questions are
presented orally (i.e., by an interviewer). According to satisficing theory, recency effects
are also more likely when questions are more cognitively demanding: respondents will
be more likely to select the last category if it seems reasonable (Holbrook 2008).
Because the response categories vary from question to question for the CS questions, we
predicted they would be more demanding to process and recall, and respondents would
be more likely to select the final response category. However, we expected this effect
would be more pronounced for the positively valenced items for which the final category
for the CS questions indicates a higher level of trust and may be perceived as a more
“reasonable” or agreeable answer.
We assess recency by examining whether the proportion of responses selecting the final
category in the list is higher by response format for each question and aggregating across
the positively and negatively valenced items with aggregate-level logistic regression
models.
2.5.4. Response Latencies
Response latencies (RLs) capture the length of time participants spend processing while
they are formulating answers to survey questions (Bassili and Scott 1996; Draisma and
Dijkstra 2004). We predicted longer latencies for the CS questions because they use
variable construct-specific response categories, encouraging deeper processing (Höhne
and Lenzner 2018; Höhne et al. 2017).
Coders timed RLs using audio recordings of the interviews and the visual waveform
functionality in the audio software Audacity (Audacity Developer Team 2008). Audacity
provides a visual representation of the sound wave, on which coders were able to highlight
sections of audio precisely, timing RLs to the thousandths of seconds. Coders began
timing after interviewers read the last word of the question during their initial reading of
the question. Timing continued through all utterances, including any subsequent readings
of the question, and ended when participants uttered the first sound of a word that
unambiguously answered the question (e.g., by providing a response category offered by
the question). We code interruptions (where a codable response was offered before the
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entire question was read) and final dispositions that do not accompany a codable response
(i.e., don’t knows, refusals, and uncodable responses) as missing RLs.
Because they generally have a skewed distribution and outliers, we followed
recommendations and top- and bottom-coded values at the 95th and 5th percentiles within
each item and use logged values (Yan and Tourangeau 2008). We top- and bottom-coded
at the 95th and 5th percentiles and the not the 99th and 1st percentiles because our sample
size is small and there are no observations at the 99th and 1st percentiles. ICC between
raters using the transformed data is 0.89, which is considered excellent reliability (Landis
and Koch 1977). We examine differences for individual questions using t-tests and
aggregated across all of the items using OLS regression and aggregate-level tests.
2.5.5. Behavioral Indicators of Response Difficulty (BIRDs)
We predicted the CS questions would be associated with higher levels of BIRDs. As noted,
we expected the varying construct-specific response categories to encourage a more
elaborated cognitive processing of the questions and the AD questions to encourage a
more superficial processing of the questions. Within the context of the cognitive interview,
the behavioral indicators of response difficulty offer evidence of a more elaborated
processing.
For each question-response interaction (one per participant for each of the trust
questions), we tallied the occurrence or non-occurrence of behavioral indicators of
response processing difficulties among participants (described below). These indicators
are not necessarily final dispositions: a participant may initially say they do not know how
to respond to a question, which would be coded as an occurrence of “don’t know/refusal,”
but the interviewer may repeat the question and obtain a codable response. One team
member coded all interactions and another member independently coded two thirds of the
interactions. All behaviors yielded kappa values with good to excellent agreement (Fleiss
1981).
. Codable response with qualification (kappa ¼ 0.83). Participant provides a codable
answer (one of the response categories), but qualifies it by adding “probably,” “I
guess,” “maybe,” “depends,” etc.
. Codable response with elaboration (kappa ¼ .87). Participant provides a codable
answer, but also provides additional information during their initial response. If the
additional information contradicts the codable answer, the response is coded as an
“uncodable response.”
. Uncodable response (kappa ¼ 0.81). Answer does not answer the question or cannot
be coded into the response categories (e.g., unrelated report or ambiguous answer).
. Seeks clarification (kappa ¼ 0.96). Participant asks for clarification of all or part of a
survey question, asks that all or part of a question or response categories be repeated,
or repeats part of the question in a way that sounds like a question. These are coded
whether or not a codable response is part of the utterance.
. Question repeated (kappa ¼ .70). Coded any time the full question and/or response
categories are read more than one time before a final disposition (codable response
or otherwise) is achieved. This code supplements “seeks clarification,” because
interviewers sometimes repeat questions without a formal request by the participant.
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. Don’t know/refusal (kappa ¼ 0.83). Instead of or in addition to providing an answer,
the participant says “don’t know” (or the equivalent) and/or refuses to answer the
question.
We examine differences between the AD and CS response format for each behavioral
indicator aggregated across questions within a scale using logistic regression and
aggregate-level tests.
2.5.6. Cognitive Interviewing Data
Lastly, we incorporate qualitative data from the cognitive interviews to explore
differences between response processes resulting from AD and CS items. Answers to
questions and probes were analyzed qualitatively. The goal was to identify problems that
arose, potentially involving misunderstandings of terms, interpreting the intent of the
question in different ways, and issues mapping responses onto the categories provided
(Tourangeau et al. 2000; Willis 2005). Preliminary codes were based on potential sources
of problems during the response process and more specific codes arose during preliminary
assessment of the transcripts (Ryan and Bernard 2003). Once the coding scheme was
finalized, each interview was coded.
3. Results
3.1. Baseline Comparison of Experimental Groups
As anticipated, the randomization of participants to experimental groups was effective:
there are no significant differences (p , .05) between the experimental groups based on
participants’ characteristics (Table 1, Panel A), or by the participation measures used in
the validity analysis (Table 1, Panel B), although participants in the CS group reported
slightly higher levels of expressed likelihood of providing blood (p ¼ .06).
3.2. Trust Scale Summary Statistics and Reliability Measures
Panel A in Table 2 presents summary statistics and reliability coefficients for the scales.
Aggregating across 704 question administrations (64 participants £ eleven questions), we
find the CS scale is associated with significantly higher levels of missing data than the
AD scale. Mean trust scores, however, do not significantly differ between the response
formats, regardless of whether we impute for missing values. Contrary to expectations, the
alpha coefficient, a measure of internal consistency reliability, is significantly higher for
the AD than the CS scale.
3.3. Concurrent Validity
We predicted a positive association between trust and participation. Results are in the
expected direction for four of the participation measures for the AD scale and five of the
participation measures for the CS scale (Table 3). These bivariate associations, however,
are only significant for providing tissue and cerebrospinal fluid for the AD scale. Further,
the interaction term is only significant for providing tissue: participants’ level of expressed
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likelihood to participate in research by providing tissue is significantly lower with the CS
scale. Overall, the scales appear equally valid in predicting participation.
3.4. Recency
For positively valenced items, we predicted the proportion of responses using the last
category for the CS scale (which varied by question but for which the last category indicates
more trust) would be higher than the proportion of responses using the last categories for
the AD scale (which is always “strongly disagree” such that the last value indicates less
trust). Indeed, the CS scale yields more responses using the last category (Panel B, Table 2)
Table 3. Concurrent validity analysis: Regression results using trust scores to predict participation for various
types of medical research.
AD only CS only AD and CS
b (S.E.) b (S.E.) b (S.E.)
Past participation
Trust score 20.050 (0.056) 0.014 (0.077) 20.050 (0.056)





Trust score 20.008 (0.024) 0.022 (0.037) 20.008 (0.025)





Trust score 0.013 (0.025) 0.013 (0.037) 0.013 (0.025)





Trust score 0.024 (0.022) 0.032 (0.038) 0.024 (0.024)





Trust score 0.069** (0.021) 20.046 (0.036) 0.069** (0.023)





Trust score 0.065** (0.021) 0.023 (0.038) 0.065** (0.024)




Notes: Regression coefficients are from logistic regression for past participation and OLS regression for
answering questions and providing saliva, blood, tissue, and cerebrospinal fluid. Trust scale scores are computed
by summarizing the z-scores across questions within experimental group.
* p , .05; ** p , .01
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for all of the positively valenced items, and the difference is significant for four of the items
and for the aggregate-level test. In contrast, for the negatively valenced items, the difference
is only significant for one item and the aggregate-level test is not significant.
3.5. Response Latencies (RLs)
We predicted RLs would be longer for the CS scale because the changing construct-
specific response categories encourage deeper processing. Overall, nine of the eleven CS
items have longer mean RLs than the parallel AD item (Panel C, Table 2); two of these
(“protect privacy” and “select minorities”) are statistically significant and the aggregate-
level test is marginally significant (p , .09).
Interestingly, RLs are significantly longer for the AD scale for the first question
administered as part of the scale (“general trust”). Here respondents are hearing the
question and response categories read for the first time, and the longer response time could
be evidence for the more cognitively burdensome response task offered by the AD
response format and distinct from the effect of grouping AD questions in a battery.
3.6. Behavioral Indicators of Response Difficulty (BIRDs)
We predicted the CS questions would be associated with higher levels of BIRDs. Panel D
in Table 2 presents aggregate-level logistic regression tests for the BIRDs indicators (see
Appendix B, Subsection 6.2, for question-by-question results). We find significantly
higher levels of codable answers with qualifications and uncodable answers for the CS
questions versus higher levels of codable answers with elaborations for the AD questions;
there are no differences between response formats for seeking clarification, asking to have
a question repeated, or providing a don’t know or refusal response. These results help
interpret the longer response latencies found with the CS items. In almost all cases,
indicators of response difficulty, such as providing a qualification or uncodable response
require more interactional time to resolve and result in longer response latencies. In
contrast, elaborations tend to follow codable answers and so would not be part of the
latency.
3.7. Cognitive Interviewing Data
Quantitative analyses demonstrate the AD and CS scales differ on several of the data
quality indicators examined, but these analyses do not provide insight about why this is so.
A strength of the current study is that we embedded the AD-CS comparison in cognitive
interviews in which participants first answered the survey questions that comprised the
quantitative analysis, and then answered open-ended follow-up questions about their
answers. We incorporate participants’ qualitative responses to further examine why the
response formats produced different results. The qualitative analysis revealed five
potential sources of difficulties:
1. Understanding the intent of questions: interpreting questions about opinions as
knowledge questions,
2. Understanding the intent of questions: managing comparisons between target objects
in a question,
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3. Difficulty mapping: dealing with a lack of knowledge or ambivalence,
4. Difficulty mapping: remembering CS categories, and
5. Difficulty mapping: mismatched vocabulary.
We assess how these difficulties with the response task varied depending on whether the
participant received the AD or CS scale, and we provide excerpts from the cognitive
interviews to illustrate how these potential sources of error manifested.
3.7.1. Understanding the Intent of Questions: Interpreting Questions About Opinions as
Knowledge Questions
Trust is a subjective evaluation that may or may not depend on facts about events and
behaviors related to the trustee, in this case medical researchers (Hall et al. 2001). Several
participants said they did not have enough information to answer the trust questions,
indicating they interpreted questions as asking about their knowledge rather than for their
evaluation (Excerpt 1, Table 4). The intent of the question about “participants’ interests”
was to gauge each participants’ attitudes about the relative frequency with which medical
researchers have the best interests of participants from their racial/ethnic group in mind.
The intent was not to measure objectively how often medical researchers actually engage
in the behavior. This participant’s responses, however, indicated she felt we were asking
her to “project [her] thoughts into another person,” While we observed this issue for both
AD and CS formats, the higher proportion of administrations yielding “don’t knows” for
the CS scale (11%, compared to 7% for the AD scale) indicates this may have been more
of a problem for CS questions.
3.7.2. Difficulty Interpreting Intent of Questions: Managing Comparisons between
Target Objects in a Question
During follow-up questioning, we documented several participants unintentionally
reversing the direction of a comparison, providing a codable answer incongruent with their
reasoning. The question about “researchers’ interests” asked participants to evaluate how
much they believe medical researchers care about their research compared to the
participants in their studies. In Excerpt 2, the interviewer realizes the participant’s
reasoning did not match her initial response of “a great deal.” While the interviewer
catches the incongruence, it is not possible to tally how often this type of mismatch
occurred and went unnoticed by the participant or the interviewer, especially if the
participant provided vague reasoning for their answer. Not only did respondents flip the
direction of the comparison so that their answers were about researchers caring more about
their participants than their research, but they needed more time to provide a codable
answer. The CS version of the “researchers’ interests” question had the fourth longest
response latency, suggesting comparisons using CS may be particularly burdensome.
3.7.3. Difficulty Mapping: Dealing With a Lack of Knowledge or Ambivalence
Participants reported feeling uninformed or ambivalent about matters related to medical
researchers. They dealt with this ambivalence differently depending on whether they were
attempting to map responses onto AD or CS categories. With AD items, when a participant
expressed that they needed more knowledge on the topic in order to answer the question,
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Table 4. Excerpts from the Cognitive Interviews.
Actor Text
Excerpt 1: “Participants’ interests,” CS Response Format
Interviewer When they are conducting research, how often do medical researchers
have the best interests of participants from your racial or ethnic group
in mind: never, rarely, sometimes, very often, or always?
Participant There would be no way for me to know the answer to that question.
Interviewer Tell me why.
Participant You’re, you’re asking me to, um, project my thoughts into another
person. I, I, I can’t do that. I can only answer questions that directly
involve me, I guess.
Excerpt 2: “Researchers’ interests,” CS Response Format
Interviewer To what extent do medical researchers care more about their research
than they do about the participants in their studies: not at all, a little,
somewhat, quite a bit, or a great deal?
Participant A great deal.
Interviewer And can you tell me more about why you answered a great deal?
Participant Because you need the participants to even figure out what’s going on
in the study that they’re performing. So I would think they would care
a lot, just as much as they do for the study.
Interviewer Okay. Um, this question is a little confusing, so I’m going to reread
it to you. Um, to what extent do medical researchers care more about
their research than they do about the participants in their studies? And
you said a great deal. Um, but then you were.
Participant Oh, you were saying do they care more about the research than they
do the peoples that are participating in it.
Interviewer Yeah. I believe that’s what the question is asking.
Participant No, I don’t think.
Interviewer Okay. So would you say not at all, a little, somewhat, quite a bit?
Participant Not at all.
Interviewer Okay. And you said that, that you, I’m sorry. Could
Participant I said that because, um, they need the participants to figure this stuff
out for the study. So I would think they would, it would be equal, even.
Excerpt 3: “Participants’ interests,” AD Response Format
Participant Well, see, that, that, I’m going to either, you know, agree and disagree
at the same time or whatever, neither disagree or disagree, because,
again, I, I’m ignorant. I don’t have that much knowledge on, uh,
people that do these kinds of things, these studies and everything. So
I don’t know if they, they’re more interested in a certain ethnic group
or a certain category or age or whatever. I, I have no knowledge on,
uh, why a person does medical interviews, you know, so I, I don’t
agree or disagree. I have no, no knowledge.
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they were often able to provide a codable answer by responding with “neither agree nor
disagree.” Because they are bipolar, AD items include a middle category that appeared to
be a reasonable option for participants who did not feel they had enough knowledge or
who were not inclined to answer one way or the other (Excerpt 3). In contrast, the CS items
are unipolar and lack a clear “neutral” (middle) category. In order for an uncertain or
ambivalent participant to conclude the interaction, she could either pick a category that
was not an exact match to her “true” state or provide an uncodable response (e.g., “don’t
know”). There is some evidence that at least two of these behaviors occurred during
responses to CS items; the participant in Excerpt 4 does both.
Excerpt 4: “Treat like a guinea pig,” CS Response Format
Interviewer How often do medical researchers treat participants from your racial or
ethnic group like guinea pigs in their studies: never, rarely, sometimes,
very often, or extremely often?
Participant Well, let me put never, because, in reality, I don’t know.
Interviewer Okay. And the question following up is tell me more about why you
answered never for this question.
Participant It’s because I don’t know. I’m not informed in that aspect.
Excerpt 5: “Know more,” CS Response Format
Interviewer How often do medical researchers want to know more than they need to
know: never, rarely, sometimes, very often, or extremely often?
Participant Hmm, the categories again are what?
Interviewer Never, rarely, sometimes, very often, or extremely often?
Participant And now I forgot the question [L].
Interviewer How often do medical researchers want to know more than they need to
know?
Participant Okay. Um, rarely.
Excerpt 6: “Researchers’ interests,” CS Response Format
Participant Oh, I’m sorry, can, can you repeat the question one more time?
Interviewer The question or the responses?
Participant The question.
Interviewer Okay. To what extent do medical researchers care more about their
research than they do about the participants in their studies: not at all,
a little, somewhat, quite a bit, or a great deal?
Participant Well, for me, the, the answers you’re giving me are, are difficult to use
to w-, to make this response.
Interviewer Okay. Can you tell me a little bit more about why it’s difficult?
Participant Sure. It, it’s not the type of vocabulary that I use. I don’t use quite a bit
or a great deal a lot for any, for anything, so I don’t have any, any, any
f-, any meaning in anything that I say.
Interviewer Okay. And if you had to choose one, what answer would you give me?
Participant Well, the, the questions, the answers you gave me before, those were
easier to use.
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3.7.4. Difficulty Mapping: Remembering CS Categories
One clear difference between the AD and CS items is the format of the response
categories: AD questions use the same response categories for each item while the CS
categories vary by question. A potential source of difficulty is that the CS categories were
harder for participants to remember, an issue exacerbated by the aural presentation of
the items and the number of items in the scale (the scale included 11 items). In Excerpt 5,
the participant requested to hear the response categories a second time, but by the time the
participant had a handle on the categories, they had forgotten the content of the question.
3.7.5. Difficulty Mapping: Mismatched Vocabulary
In a few cases participants reported the CS categories did not use their common language.
In Excerpt 6, the participant indicated difficulty using the categories and elaborated that
particular phrases like “quite a bit” or “a great deal” are not in his usual vocabulary, so he
does not have “meaning in anything” he says. This participant was Latino and the interview
was conducted in Spanish, which could have further complicated category interpretability.
If participants are uncomfortable or unfamiliar with vocabulary and interpret and use the
categories differently, reliability may be lower. This problem may be particularly relevant
in cross-cultural research and research with diverse samples, such as this study.
4. Discussion
Based on past research, we formulated several hypotheses about how the closed-ended
survey responses would differ between the AD and CS versions of the scale. We expected
the CS scale would yield higher reliability and validity than the AD scale. Results,
however, indicated higher reliability for the AD scale and neither scale appeared more
valid in predicting participation. While these results seem to favor the AD scale, AD
responses may be more internally consistent, as indicated by the significantly higher value
of coefficient alpha, because factors like acquiescence and the use of the same response
categories increases common method variance and not because of the scale’s ability to
reliably measure the underlying construct. Unfortunately, the small sample sizes in our
study precluded more sophisticated analyses, such as using structural equation models to
account for potential method effects that may have biased estimates of reliability and
validity, particularly for the AD scale (e.g., Kuru and Pasek 2016). In addition, we were
limited in the availability of criterion measures for the validity analysis. We selected
the past participation and expressed likelihood to participate measures because of their
demonstrated relationship with trust in past research, but they are not ideal; their wording
varied somewhat between rounds of interviewing, their response format was more similar
to the CS than AD format, and they were not strongly associated with trust scores in this
study.
In developing scales, experts recommend that they be balanced with half of the items
measuring one direction of the construct (in our case high trust with the positively
valenced items) and half measuring the other direction (in our case low trust with the
negatively valenced items) (Streiner et al. 2015). Because the CS response categories vary
from question to question, they are likely to be more demanding to process and recall
(Höhne and Lenzner 2018), and we hypothesized that the CS scale would be associated
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with greater recency effects than the AD scale, particularly for the positively valenced CS
questions for which the final category indicated a higher level of trust and possibily a more
“reasonable” or agreeable answer. Consistent with our expectations, we found a higher
proportion of responses in the last category for the CS questions overall.
That participants often struggled to remember the wording of the variable CS
categories was also observed in the qualitative data. Much of the past research
comparing AD and CS questions has been conducted using self-administered questions
or with visual aids. We did not provide showcards because the cognitive interviews were
the first step in a study with the purpose of developing a telephone survey. In this
unfamiliar context, participants may have been unable or unwilling to dedicate cognitive
resources to remembering the variable CS categories, often necessitating a reread of CS
items. Further, the trust scale was quite long – it included 11 items. Most previously
tested comparisons of AD and CS questions involve many fewer items. When CS scales
are long and contain many questions with variable response categories, they may be
more problematic when presented aurally. It is possible that the variable nature of the
categories coupled with the length of the scale contributed to the lower reliability we
documented with the CS scale.
We also predicted that responses to CS questions would yield longer processing times
than AD questions and that responding to CS items would involve more instances of
behavioral indicators of response difficulty. Overall, results match our expectations.
Aggregating across questions, the CS scale is associated with a marginally significant
higher mean response latency and higher levels of qualifications and uncodable answers,
behaviors that tend to increase response latencies. We often interpret longer response
latencies and the presence of the behavioral indicators we measured as signs of cognitive
response difficulty (e.g., Bassili and Scott 1996; Schaeffer and Dykema 2011). However,
recent theorizing and evidence suggests these outcomes may be desirable when comparing
AD and CS questions (Höhne and Lenzner 2018; Höhne et al. 2017). Because CS
questions use construct-specific response categories, which will likely vary on a question-
by-question basis in a battery, they encourage deeper processing, which will increase
processing time and likely result in respondents producing other behaviors when
attempting to respond in an optimal manner.
Being able to turn to qualitative data from our cognitive interviews added substantially
to our understanding of these mixed quantitative results. They revealed several sources of
difficulties for respondents that varied by the AD or CS questioning format. For example,
the CS items may have confused the intent of the question. Even if AD items generally are
more cognitively burdensome than CS items, the response dimension “agreement” is a
reminder to respondents that the question seeks their evaluation about the topic. For CS
items, depending on the response dimension (e.g., intensity, frequency, or quantity), the
intent of the question can be less clear. For example, several items seemed to ask about
knowledge or facts related to the target object (e.g., “how hard do medical researchers
work to ensure participants in their studies are safe”) rather than respondents’ evaluations
about the target object (e.g., “how confident are you that medical researchers work hard to
ensure participants in their studies are safe”). They also focused on evaluations of external
objects (e.g., “medical researchers”) and to a lesser extent on internal or self-focused
objects (e.g., “you”). Although others have reported higher validity for CS questions that
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focus on evaluations of the characteristics or qualities of external objects such as Facebook
or doctors (e.g., Kuru and Pasek 2015; Saris et al. 2010), we recommend future research
explore whether AD or CS questions yield more desirable data quality outcomes for
questions of the type examined here.
Experiments evaluating data quality for the inclusion of middle categories for bipolar
questions has been mixed (see Krosnick and Presser 2010), and another important finding
from the qualitative analysis was a description of participants’ use of the middle “neither
agree nor disagree” category to deal with a lack of knowledge and express ambivalence
with the bipolar AD questions. In contrast, the unipolar CS response categories do not
include a clear middle or “neutral” category. In this unfamiliar context, participants sought
ways to express ambivalence, but struggled to do so with the CS response categories, often
resulting in significantly higher level of item-nonresponse and uncodable answers. In
contrast, participants who were asked AD items often selected “neither agree nor disagree”
to express uncertainty or ambivalence. Our findings are consistent with those of Sturgis
et al. (2014) who probed respondents selecting the “neither/nor” middle category during
the administration of three attitudinal questions to determine why respondents selected
that category. Overwhelmingly respondents reported selecting the middle category
because they did not have an opinion on the issue. Further, this strategy was employed
more often among respondents who indicated more interest in the topic under
consideration, possibly as a way to “save face” and avoid having to say “don’t know”
outright. From a measurement perspective, respondents use of the “neither/nor” middle
category is highly problematic: while respondents may reliably select this middle option,
their response is not a valid measure of the construct being assessed. Researchers have
noted problems with the interpretation of the middle category with AD questions and often
suggest that responses using this category should be analyzed separately and not as the
middle value between agree and disagree (Willits et al. 2016).
5. Conclusions
For survey methodologists, one important consideration is that AD and CS items seem to
demand different levels of cognitive effort, which may vary depending on characteristics
of the questions and the mode of administration including: (1) valence (whether the
question is positively or negative valenced); (2) offered response dimension (whether the
offered response dimension measures intensity, frequency, or quantity; the offered
response dimension for an AD question is by definition intensity – the intensity of
agreement – but the offered response dimension – the dimension that is explicit with a CS
question – will likely vary); (3) number of response categories (most comparisons use
five categories, but some experiments use seven or eleven categories); (4) labeling
of categories (whether categories are fully labeled versus end-point-only labeled);
(5) direction of response categories (whether the categories increase in value – “not at all”
to “extremely” – or decrease in value – “extremely” to “not at all”); and (6) polarity
(whether the question is bipolar or unipolar; AD questions are always bipolar, CS
questions can vary). In addition, if questions are bipolar, an important feature is the
inclusion (or exclusion) of a middle category (e.g., “neither agree nor disagree”) and how
it is labeled (Dykema et al. 2019).
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In our experiment, the AD and CS questions varied based on their offered response
dimension (the response dimensions for the CS questions were construct-specific by
design and tapped into the dimensions of intensity, frequency, and quantity), the direction
of the response categories (the AD response categories were ordered from high to low –
“strongly agree” to “strongly disagree” – while the CS categories were ordered from low
to high – “not at all” to “a great deal,” “never” to “always”), and their polarity (the AD
questions were bipolar; the CS were unipolar). While our design does not allow us to
estimate the unique effects of these characteristics, we encourage future work using
multifactorial designs that will provide researchers with the ability to estimate the effects
of particular characteristics.
With regard to the mode of administration, one critical difference between interviewer-
administered and self-administered modes is that respondents need to encode and recall
the response categories in order to map their response. Providing showcards for all CS
items during in-person interviews may reduce cognitive burden on respondents. However,
this solution is not easily applicable to telephone interviews and CS scales that include
many items with variable response categories may be problematic. Another possibility is
to select response options that vary less dramatically from question to question and that
use the everyday language of respondents, which may introduce an additional challenge if
the item is to be used in cross-cultural research. These issues are likely to receive increased
scrutiny as surveys that mix interviewer- and self-administration grow and researchers
continue to explore methods to measure and reduce mode effects (De Leeuw and Berzelak
2016).
We note several other limitations of this study. First, while prior research indicates AD
questions are more problematic for respondents with lower education (e.g., Schuman and
Presser 1996), our analytic sample was small, precluding subgroup analyses based on
education or other socio-demographic variables. Second, if particular aspects of trust are
more salient for certain groups (such as those defined by race/ethnicity) or groups use
response categories differently, measurement nonequivalence may help explain a portion
of the current results (Davidov et al. 2014). Future work investigating whether AD or CS
items yield higher levels of measurement equivalence is needed, especially for cross-
cultural research and research involving diverse samples, such as the current study.
Third, our data were collected in a unique situation, that of a cognitive interview. While
it is possible that the semi-structured nature of this interviewing situation affected
outcomes in ways that would not generalize to a standardized survey interview, the format
allowed us to collect data on how participants process AD and CS questions, a major
contribution of this study. Given that this study yielded some unexpected findings,
pretesting of new CS items remains crucial, particularly if the sample is diverse, the target
object being evaluated is unfamiliar to participants, and if the evaluation being solicited
is complex (e.g., trust, evaluations of others).
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